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Includes a foreword written by Holly Hunt, a well-known figure in the interior design industry
Features lavish photography throughout, accompanied by stunning maps that showcase Tom's global travel experiences and how
these permeate each design
Chronicles the personal life journeys that have made a visual impact on Tom's practice
Connects the clients' personal narratives with spatial forms, curios, textures, and place and time within the environment
Documents Tom Stringer's work in highly illustrated and accessible chapters, such as Originality & Specificity, Quality & Dichotomy,
Continuity & Consistency, and Cartography & Authenticity
Accented with detailed maps of renowned interior designer Tom Stringer's extensive travels, this beautifully compiled monograph takes the
reader on an immersive journey around the world and back again through the interiors of his eponymous firm's finest residential projects.
Stringer's design approach is externally inspired and internally driven, largely informed by his great life passion: travel. His love of adventure
resonates throughout this book; on each page, one sees how this remarkable designer's imagination is simultaneously both rooted in the
classics and expanded into innovative layers of colors, textures, cultures, and function. Revealed through his personal history and influences,
Stringer shares how he uses magical discoveries made on his global travels to create the most special living environments that are true to his
clients own personalities and passions. He describes the design process as a voyage of discovering the distinctive narrative of each client and
home, connecting them with a sense of wonder and the communal spirit of their space. Stringer's unique approach to visual storytelling is
encapsulated in the unique interiors of the residential projects highlighted here.
TOM STRINGER founded his multi-disciplinary firm, Tom Stringer Design Partners, more than 20 years ago and has been repeatedly named
one of the nation’s top interior design firms by House Beautiful. Inducted into the Merchandise Mart Hall of Fame for Interior Design in 2015,
Stringer and his firm have been widely lauded for their classical, contemporary designs, including 10 design excellence awards from the
American Society of Interior Designers. Their work is featured regularly in top-tier publications, including Traditional Home, Luxe, Elle Décor,
and others. HOLLY HUNT is known for her creative and entrepreneurial leadership in the interior design industry through her award-winning
nationwide showrooms and product excellence. An arbiter of refined taste, her eye for what is now and next has led to her success.
Tom Stringer founded his multi-disciplinary firm, Tom Stringer Design Partners, more than 20 years ago and has been repeatedly named one of
the nation's top interior design firms by House Beautiful. Inducted into the Merchandise Mart Hall of Fame for Interior Design in 2015, Stringer
and his firm have been widely lauded for their classical, contemporary designs, including 10 design excellence awards from the American
Society of Interior Designers. Their work is featured regularly in top-tier publications, including Traditional Home, Luxe, Elle Decor, and others.
Holly Hunt is known for her creative and entrepreneurial leadership in the interior design industry through her award-winning nationwide
showrooms and product excellence. An arbiter of refined taste, her eye for what is now and next has led to her success.
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